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Abstract: In this paper, the local control structure of a microgrid is partially modified by a Lyapunov-based
controller. This controller is derived based on direct Lyapunov stability theory (DLST) in order to
calculate proper switching functions for the stable operation of the local controller as well as proper
local performance of each inverter-based distributed generation (DG) unit. The main contribution is
the use of DLST-based controller in a hierarchical primary control structure along with a DC-side
voltage regulator. A current-based droop controller is also introduced along with a voltage harmonic
compensation technique. The control limits of droop equations are calculated based on steady-state
and dynamic capability curve as well as voltage-frequency ellipse curve. The effect of the variations of
voltages and circuit parameters on the capability curves are also investigated and the microgrid (MG)
steady-state operation area is obtained. In the proposed method, the DC-voltage variations are regulated
by an additional voltage control loop based on a current reference correction signal. The above-mentioned
approaches are derived thoroughly with mathematical equations. The effectiveness of the designed
controllers is verified by a MATLAB/SIMULINK simulation platform (Matlab/Simulink R2014a,
Mathworks, Inc.) with harmonically distorted intermittent loads. The results show the appropriate
performance of the proposed controllers during both steady-state and transient dynamic conditions.

Keywords: capability curves; direct Lyapunov stability theory; hierarchical control; inner control loops;
microgrid

1. Introduction

Renewable energy sources are the main parts of future distribution microgrids. Fundamentally,
a combination of small-scale energy sources and their local loads can organize a microgrid (MG) which
is able to operate separately from the main utility grid (namely the islanding mode of operation).
They contain converter-based distributed generation (DG) which requires interface power electronics
converters. These converters are the heart of the microgrid control plant [1,2].

MG control challenges in islanding mode of operation, as well as their intermittent load and
generation variations, are important difficulties which are addressed and investigated in the recent
years. One of the main strategies in MGs is Hierarchical Control (HC) which is derived from
ANSI/ISA-95 or IEC-62264 standards [3,4] and adopted as an important effective approach in MGs
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control [5,6]. In the HC of an MG, four control levels are generally considered with their own control
responsibility that provide the reference points for the lower levels. Inner control loops and primary
control level are local controllers of each DG. On the other hand, secondary and tertiary control levels
are usually central controllers of the MG [6,7]. The regulation of output voltages and currents is
ensured by inner control loops. The reference input voltage commands of PWM are prepared by
the current controller and the reference values of the inner current loop are generated by the outer
voltage controller. The other part of the local controller is primary control level which generates
the reference voltages of inner voltage loops. These reference values are usually generated by a
droop-based controller [6,8,9].

The primary control level can be designed in a way that communication infrastructure will not
be required. However, some researchers suggest a simple low-bandwidth communication in order
to reduce the error of reactive power sharing [10]. Basically, it is suggested using the droop control
approach in local primary control level for a fast method with no need to the communication system.
Many modifications are applied to droop-based primary control level to achieve a better performance of
voltage control [11]. In [12], the droop equations has been modified using integral and derivative terms
of active and reactive powers to improve the dynamic behavior of the controller. In [13], different droop
schemes are introduced and a modified equation is proposed to consider the R to X line impedance
ratio. A similar approach has been studied in [14] along with an intelligent ANFIS controller to achieve
a better performance. The concept of generalized droop control (GDC) in inverter-based DGs has been
developed and a decoupled voltage magnitude and frequency control approach have been achieved.
Other intelligent control methods are presented in [15] in which fuzzy-tuned PI controllers are used.
In [16], an intelligent multi-agent control system is introduced for a multi-level hierarchical control
structure. In [17], a fuzzy logic controller is used as a complementary control scheme to improve
the performance of HC levels for both small and large signal events. Another fuzzy-based approach
along with a sliding-mode control strategy is suggested in [18] which is capable of voltage harmonic
compensation. In [5], droop-based reactive power sharing is improved by considering inverter
parameters such as limitations of apparent power and maximum active power. In [19], all levels of
hierarchical control are designed in a decentralized local structure that eliminates MG central control.
The stability issue of droop-based local controllers has also been investigated thoroughly in [8,13,20,21]
to ensure the stable operation. In [22], an eigenvalue analysis is performed using the linearized model
of MG to determine the small-signal stability of the system. In some recent approaches, the above
mentioned local controller is completely replaced by other controllers derived from non-linear control
methods such as direct Lyapunov theory [2,23–28] and passivity-based techniques [29]. However,
the reference generations in these approaches are not based on droop equations. In other words,
these nonlinear control methods are not used in an HC structure and can be improved using HC which
is the main goal of this paper.

In this paper, a direct Lyapunov-based local controller is presented in an HC structure as the
main contribution of the paper along with a DC-side voltage regulator for an inverter-based DG-unit.
A mathematical approach is introduced in the primary current-based droop control level to find the
control limits of droop curves. The main contribution of the proposed multi-objective approach over
the other existing control techniques is the utilization of Direct Lyapunov Stability Theory in the
hierarchical primary control structure. The DLST guarantees the stable operation of each interface
converter in the proposed multi-objective control system. Also, a voltage harmonic compensation
technique is used in the control process to obtain a more accurate voltage reference signal. Three curves
are introduced namely Current-based Steady-state Capability Curve (CSCC), Current-based Dynamic
Capability Curve (CDCC) and voltage-frequency ellipse curve. The effect of variations in voltage and
circuit parameters on CSCC are also investigated and the MG steady-state operation area is obtained
which is considered in the control system design.

This paper is organized as follows: after the Introduction, an overview of the MG model is
proposed in both steady-state and dynamic conditions and the mentioned curves are derived. Then,
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the control system is proposed in three sub-sections, namely inner control, primary and DC-side
controllers. Finally, simulation results and conclusion part are presented.

2. Microgrid Model and Analysis

Figure 1 shows the configuration of typical microgrid structure used in this paper. Two DG units
are connected to the microgrid with some local or common loads. Based on the derived dynamic model
of the system, the steady-state and dynamic analysis will be performed and some new features will be
added to primary control level. This model will also be used in the design of the proposed Lyapunov
based controller. The dynamic model in the microgrid system is basically written in abc frame [2,6,11].
However, the ability of sine reference tracking largely depends on closed loop bandwidth which may
affect the speed of controller as well as undesired significant errors. Thus, the design of a controller
in dq rotating frame is a well-known solution in which all variables are DC quantities and the design
of controllers is much easier. The dynamic equations can be rewritten in dq rotating frame using the
abc/dq transformation [30].

In the islanded MG of Figure 1, each DG unit has a power electronic interface system, LC filter,
and control system. The resistance and inductance of coupling transformer and connection cables
are included in LC filter parameters. The utilized structure for the inverter is based on well-known
three-leg IGBT-based inverter with sinusoidal PWM as described in [30]. After introducing the dynamic
model, a thorough analysis is performed to find the capability limitations of each DG and their possible
variations which will be used in the proposed control system.
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Figure 1. Single-line diagram of the studied microgrid.

2.1. Dynamic Model of the Microgrid

The Dynamic model of the MG is previously analyzed in [23] and the same equations will be used
as follows:

Li
didi
dt
−ωLiiqi = −Riidi − udivdci − vdi, (1)

Li
diqi

dt
+ ωLiidi = −Riiqi − uqivdci − vqi, (2)

C f i
dvdi
dt
−ωC f ivqi = i f di, (3)

C f i
dvqi

dt
+ ωC f ivdi = i f qi, (4)

Lgi
digdi

dt
−ωLgiigqi = −Rgiigdi − vdi − vgdi, (5)

Lgi
digqi

dt
+ ωLgiigdi = −Rgiigqi − vqi − vgqi, (6)

Cdci
dvdci

dt
= udiidi + uqiiqi + idci. (7)
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The equivalent switching state functions (uki) is used in the voltage equations of AC and DC sides
of each DG as follows [23]:

vinv_ki = −uki.vdci = 0.5vdci(ski −
1
3∑b,c

k=a ski), (8)

where vinv_ki and ski are inverter output voltages and its switching functions, respectively.

2.2. Steady-State Capability Curve

In steady-state operation of MG, the system voltages and currents are tend to be kept at the
reference values due to the operation of control system. Accordingly, d(.)/dt of these dq variables will
be zero. Thus, Equations (1), (2) and (7) can be rewritten in steady-state condition as below:

u∗di = −v∗dci
−1(−ωLii∗qi + Rii∗di + v∗di), (9)

u∗qi = −v∗dci
−1(ωLii∗di + Rii∗qi). (10)

After some algebraic calculations, the Current-based Steady-state Capability Curve (CSCC) is
obtained for each DG unit as below:

i∗di
2 + i∗qi

2 + Di∗di + F = 0, (11)

where:
D = R−1

i v∗di , F = −R−1
i v∗dcii

∗
dci.

Equation (11) is a circle with the center on i*d axis and the radius as follows:

(
c∗di
c∗qi

)
=

(
−0.5R−1

i v∗di
0

)
, r∗i =

√
v∗di

2 + 4Riv∗dcii
∗
dci

2Ri
. (12)

where c∗di and c∗qi are the coordinates of the center and r∗i is the radius of the circle.
The CSCC can be used to find capability limits of each inverter-based DG unit to compensate

dq components of DG currents. Loads with dq components inside the circle in the first quadrant
can be supplied by DG unit in islanding mode of operation. Thus, four important quantities can be
obtained as maximum and minimum control limits of currents dq components which will be used in
droop-based primary control level:

i∗max
di = (

√
v∗di

2 + 4Riv∗dcii
∗
dci − |v

∗
di|)/(2Ri), (13)

i∗max
qi = (

√
v∗di

2 + 4Riv∗dcii
∗
dci)/(2Ri), (14)

i∗min
di = (

√
v∗di

2 + 4Riv∗dcii
∗
dci + |v

∗
di|)/(−2Ri), (15)

i∗min
qi = (

√
v∗di

2 + 4Riv∗dcii
∗
dci)/(−2Ri). (16)

Figure 2 shows typical CSCCs for inverter-based DG units in steady state condition. Each DG unit
may have its own CSCC due to differences in DG parameters. In this regard, the overlap of the curves
(CSCC of MG) and their corresponding maximum and minimum current limits should be considered
in the control system design as illustrated in Figure 2. MG operating area which is located in the first
quadrant during islanding mode is a relatively smaller limited area which should be considered in
reference signal generation.
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CSCC center and radius (and therefore its maximum and minimum points) is changed during
steady state operation due to possible changes in the parameters. Based on (12), two types of
intermittency in the parameters may affect the steady-state circle as explained below:

(1) Variations of DG interface parameter (Ri) (due to ambient temperature, practical operation
mismatches and so on);

(2) AC-side reference voltage (v∗di) variations (generated by droop control level and intermittent
generation of renewable energy sources).

In order to study the variations of CSCC and its limits during the above-mentioned variations,
the circles are drawn by changing the parameters. It is assumed that the maximum possible change of
Ri is equal to ±30%. Voltage variations are also considered to be up to 80% of its nominal value [31].
Figures 3 and 4 show the variations of CSCC to different types of parameter variations.

As it can be seen from these figures, the variations of the parameter Ri do not have a significant
effect on the operating area of each DG in the first quadrant while running in steady state. But the effect
of v∗di variations should be noticed. The other noticeable point is the limits of d-component caused
by the rating limits of grid conductors along with i∗max

di which can affect the steady state operation
area. Other variations in the parameters and variables may occur in dynamic state CSCC which will
be discussed in the following section.

2.3. Dynamic-State Capability Curve

In dynamic operation condition, mathematical calculations lead to a circular Current-based
Dynamic Capability Curves (CDCC). Considering the instantaneous dynamic variations of AC-side
currents as well as DC-link voltage, their time rate of change can be expressed as

∼
x = dx/dt, where x is

corresponding dynamic current or voltage values.
Equations (1), (2) and (7) can be rewritten in dynamic condition and after some algebraic

calculations, the circular CDCC is obtained for each DG unit as below:

i2di + i2qi + D′idi + E′iqi + F′ = 0, (17)

where:
D′ = R−1

i (Li ĩdi + vdi) , E′ = R−1
i (Li ĩqi),

F′ = −R−1
i vdci(idci − Cdci ṽdci).
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The center and radius of CDCC can be calculated as follows:(
c′di
c′qi

)
=

(
−0.5R−1

i (Li ĩdi + vdi)

−0.5R−1
i (Li ĩqi)

)
,

r′i = (0.5R−1
i )×

√
(Li ĩdi + vdi)

2
+ (Li ĩqi)

2
+ 4Rivdci(idci − Cdci ṽdci).

(18)

where c′di and c′qi are the coordinates of the center and r′i is the radius of the circle.
The CDCC is a generalized form of CSCC and can vary dynamically during the operation of the

MG. Again, the effective parameters of CDCC dynamic changes can be considered:

(1) Variations of DG interface parameters (Ri and Li) (due to ambient temperature, practical operation
mismatches and so on);

(2) The amount of dynamic changes of DG variables (̃idi, ĩqi, ṽdci) due to changes occurred in loads
and generation;

(3) AC-side voltage (vdi) variations.

In a dynamic situation, the operating point should be inside a changing CDCC based on the
above-mentioned variations. It is also essential that the dynamic trajectory of stable operating points
during the occurrence disturbances should be placed inside the CSCC. Another important issue is the
square root expression in the CDCC radius equation (r′ i) in (18). It is clear that large amounts of Cdci at
large change rates of vdci may lead to the square root of a negative value which is not an acceptable
operating condition.Energies 2018, 11, x 7 of 19 
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3. Control System

3.1. Inner Control Loops Based on the Direct Lyapunov Method

The proposed control approach is based on Direct Lyapunov Stability Theory (DLST) [23,32] in a
hierarchical structure. The Lyapunov function (EL) for each DG unit is the energy of the system during
a dynamic change which can be written as follows:

EL(∆idi, ∆iqi, ∆vdi, ∆vqi, ∆vdci) = 0.5Li∆idi
2 + 0.5Li∆iqi

2 + 0.5C f i∆vdi
2 + 0.5C f i∆vqi

2+

+0.5Lgi∆igdi
2 + 0.5Lgi∆igqi

2 + 0.5Cdci∆vdci
2,

(19)

where:
∆idqi = idqi − i∗dqi , ∆vdqi = vdqi − v∗dqi,
∆igdqi = igdqi − i∗gdqi , ∆vdci = vdci − v∗dci.

(20)

Based on Lyapunov theory, the time derivative of the positive Lyapunov function, i.e.,
(19) should be definitely negative which shows the dissipation of system energy towards zero in
the stable operation and its asymptotic global stability. In other words:

.
EL = Li∆idi∆

.
idi + Li∆iqi∆

.
iqi + C f i∆vdi∆

.
vdi + C f i∆vqi∆

.
vqi+

+Lgi∆igdi∆
.
igdi + Lgi∆igqi∆

.
igqi + Cdci∆vdci∆

.
vdci < 0.

(21)
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After some algebraic calculations on (1)–(7) and (20),
.
EL can be derived as follows:

.
EL = −Ri(∆idi

2 + ∆iqi
2 + ∆igdi

2 + ∆igqi
2)− 2(∆vdi∆idi + ∆vqi∆iqi)−

−(∆vgdi∆igdi + ∆vgqi∆igqi)− ∆udi(v∗dci∆idi − ∆vdcii∗di)− ∆uqi(v∗dci∆iqi − ∆vdcii∗qi)+

+∆vdci∆idci

(22)

where:
∆vgdqi = vgdqi − v∗gdqi , ∆udqi = udqi − u∗dqi. (23)

In order to have a definitely negative equation in (22), all terms of the equation in the right
side must be negative or some of them can be equal to zero. The terms are separated in distinct six
terms. The first term is clearly negative. Considering proper regulation around the reference values
of voltages by using the proposed controllers ( vdqi → v∗dqi , vgdqi → v∗gdqi ), the next two terms with
∆vdqi and ∆vgdqi are zero [2,23]. The 4th and 5th terms are important to derive the dynamic part of the
equivalent switching function. By selecting the following expressions for ∆udqi, the negative value of
the corresponding terms in the Lyapunov function will be ensured:

∆udi = mdi(v∗dci∆idi − ∆vdcii∗di) (24)

∆uqi = mqi(v∗dci∆iqi − ∆vdcii∗qi) (25)

where mdqi are positive constants.
The steady state part of equivalent switching function (u∗dqiu

*
dqi) was previously proposed in (9)

and (10). It can also be proven that the last term (∆vdci∆idci) in (22) is negative in different operating
conditions [23]. The derived Lyapunov-based controller based on stable steady state and dynamic
parts of equivalent switching function is shown in Figure 5. The main feature of this controller is
considering both AC and DC side changes ensuring the stable operation as well as its integration into
a hierarchical structure. The latter will be discussed in the following sections.

The next part of inner control loops in the hierarchical structure is a voltage controller which
generates the reference signals for the above-mentioned current controller. A PI controller is used with
a feed-forward compensation which is thoroughly discussed in [30].

3.2. Primary Control Level

A droop-based primary controller is responsible for the local voltage reference generation.
Two auxiliary approaches are adopted in order to obtain a more accurate voltage reference signal:

(1) Applying current-based droop equations using fundamental harmonic components and
previously calculated limits for each DG unit;

(2) Harmonics separation of input voltages and currents and then re-adding the separated voltage
harmonic parts to the generated reference signal.

To achieve the first approach, the well-known droop equations in fundamental harmonic
components are employed that are as the following:

fi1 = f ∗i − αi(Pi1 − P∗i ),
vi1 = v∗i − βi(Qi1 −Q∗i ),

(26)

where fi1 and vi1 are frequency and voltage magnitude of fundamental harmonic components for the
generated reference signal. By assuming the direction of reference vector of voltage in the direction of
d-axis (which causes the q-component of voltage to be zero), the output powers of each DG unit in the
fundamental frequency can be calculated as:

Pi1 = 1.5(vdi1idi1 + vqi1iqi1) = 1.5vdi1idi1,
Qi1 = 1.5(−vdi1iqi1 + vqi1idi1) = −1.5vdi1iqi1.

(27)
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By substituting (27) in (26), the proposed fundamental dq-current-based droop equations can be
obtained as follows:

fi1 = f ′i
∗ − α′iidi1,

vi1 = v′i
∗ + β′iiqi1,

(28)

where:
f ′i
∗ = f ∗i + αiP∗i , v′i

∗ = v∗i + βiQ∗i
α′i = 1.5vdi1αi , β′i = 1.5vdi1αi

(29)

Figure 6 shows the droop curves with their corresponding control limits. The limits of dq-currents
can be calculated by (13)–(16). The limits for voltage and frequency should also be derived based on a
dynamic analysis of droop equations.Energies 2018, 11, x 10 of 19 
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The dq-currents in the fundamental frequency can be described by the following equation
including steady-state and dynamic-state parts:

idqi1 = i∗dqi1 + ∆idqi1. (30)

Using (28) and (30), i*dqi1 can be derived and substituted in (11) to find the following ellipse:

G f 2
i + H fi + Mv2

i1 + Nvi1 + K = 0, (31)

where the point (fc, vc) = (−H/2G, −N/2M) is the center point and (d1, d2) = (ρ.x, ρ.y) are the diameters
of the ellipse.

They can be calculated as follows:

( fc, vc) = ( f ′i
∗ + ∆ fi1 + 0.5R−1

i α′iv
∗
di , v′i

∗ + ∆vi1),
x = α′i , y = β′i ,

ρ = 0.5R−1
i

√
(v∗di)

2 + 4Riv∗DCi
i∗DCi

.
(32)

Based on this ellipse, the voltage limits of droop curves are as follows:

f ∗max
i = fc + 0.5ρ.x , f ∗min

i = fc − 0.5ρ.x ,
v∗max

i = vc + 0.5ρ.y , v∗i_min = vc − 0.5ρ.y.
(33)

For the previously mentioned second approach in the primary control, the harmonic separation is
applied as follows:

vdqi = vdqi1 + ∑n
h=2 vdqih = vdqi1 + (1− LPF)vdqi (34)

where vdqi1 and ∑ vdqih are separated fundamental and other harmonic components, respectively.
A low pass filter (LPF) is used to obtain the non-fundamental harmonic components.

3.3. Voltage Intermittency of DC-Side

The intermittent DC power generation in renewable energy sources causes the voltage of the
DC-side capacitor to have some variations. The inner Lyapunov-based controller takes the DC-side
voltage variations into account, but a complementary controller is used to ensure a stable operating
condition. In other words, the reference of the inner current controller should be modified with a
proper reference signal generated based on DC-voltage variations as below:

idi_re f = i∗di + i∗di_DC. (35)
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The first reference signal (i∗di) is previously generated by inner voltage controller. Considering (7),
the second DC component reference signal, i∗di_dc, can be written as follows:

i∗di_DC = (udivdci)
−1(udcivdci − uqiiqivdci − idcivdci), (36)

where udci = Cdci.dvdci/dt. The AC-side voltage of the inverter (vdqi) can be modeled as the product
of the switching state function (udi & uqi) with the DC-side voltage (vdci) [24]. On the other hand,
by considering d-axis vector in the direction of dq voltage, the q-component of the voltage is zero [34].
Therefore, considering udi × vdci

∼= vdi and uqi × vdci
∼= vqi = 0, Equation (36) can be simplified as

follows:
i∗di_DC = (vdi)

−1(udcivdci − Pdci), (37)

where Pdci = idci × vdci. The control signal udci can be obtained by a PI compensator (Gdc Gdc) with a
proper time constant to prevent control interferences:

udci
= kpdci

.(v∗dci − vdci) + kidci
.
∫

(v∗dci − vdci)dt (38)

4. Simulation Results and Discussion

The MG system shown in Figure 1 is utilized to illustrate the effectiveness of the proposed
techniques, using MATLAB/SIMULINK. The proposed control system is shown in Figure 7 and the
MG parameters are expressed in Table 1. The simulation scenarios are arranged as follows:

• Steady state operation: Both DG units are supplying local nonlinear loads.
• Local load change: At t = 0.1 s, an additional local nonlinear load is suddenly connected to each DG.
• DC-voltage change: In order to show the effectiveness of the complementary DC-voltage regulation

loop, an additional scenario is also considered with a sudden DC-voltage decrease down to 50%
of the normal voltage at t = 0.3 s and then a recovery to normal condition at t = 0.5 s. The change
takes place after the connection of load#1 at t = 0.1 s.
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Table 1. The parameters of the test system.

Voltage (V) 380 Load#1: RL1 (Ω) 40
Frequency (Hz) 50 Load#1: LL1 (mH) 10

Switching Freq. (kHz) 10 Load#2: RL2 (Ω) 40
DC-side voltage (V) 900 Load#2: LL2 (mH) 10

Ri (Ω) 0.1 Load#3: RL3 (Ω) 40
Li (mH) 45 Load#3: LL3 (mH) 10
Cfi (µF) 200 DG rated active power (kW) 15

Cdci (µF) 2200 DG rated reactive power (kVAr) 10
Lyapunov Coefficient: mdi 10−3 Lyapunov Coefficient: mqi 10−4

Line#1: Rg1 (Ω) 0.02 Line#2: Rg2 (Ω) 0.02
Line#1: Lg1 (mH) 0.024 Line#2: Lg2 (mH) 0.024

4.1. Voltage Regulation at Point of Common Coupling

The main goal of the study is the regulation of PCC voltages, which can be seen in Figures 8 and 9.
The magnitude and frequency of PCC voltages are maintained in the desired range during sudden
changes of loads with small appropriate transients. In this situation, the proposed local control system
works properly to adjust the voltage of DG units for different loading conditions. The consideration of
the effect of voltage harmonics is an important part to reach these results.Energies 2018, 11, x 13 of 19 
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4.2. Voltage Harmonics at Point of Common Coupling

The effectiveness of the harmonic compensation technique used in the proposed multi-purpose
control system is investigated in this section. The harmonic contents have been extracted from the
measured voltage waveforms using a fast Fourier transform (FFT) analysis in the simulation process.

In Figure 10, the voltage harmonic compensation of the proposed controller can be seen, clearly.
The amounts of voltage harmonics are maintained in the desired range based on IEC 61000-2-2 [33]
after a major harmonically-distorted load change. The amounts of loads are almost doubled in each
change, but the amount of voltage total harmonic distortion is regulated under 5%. In other words,
the total harmonic distortion (THD) of voltages is regulated properly by the controller. The harmonic
contents of PCC voltages are also illustrated in Figure 10, in which their variations are within the
standard range.
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4.3. Assessment of Power Sharing

Based on the proposed simulation scenario, the variations of active and reactive powers for each
DG unit is assessed in this part. In Figures 11 and 12, the active and reactive powers of DG#1 & 2 along
with the loads are illustrated. Each DG unit is able to supply their local loads and also the amount of
shared common load. Precisely speaking, the first load change at t = 0.1 s is regulated by the proposed
controller with an acceptable transient behavior. The amount of common added load at t = 0.2 s is
shared properly between DG units and the corresponding local loads are supplied in a stable way.
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Figure 11. The Variations of Active and Reactive powers for DG#1 and the loads: (a) active power;
(b) reactive power.
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Figure 13 shows the above mentioned power variations for DG#2 in one graph to show the power
exchange in transient periods and the capability of proper power sharing in the proposed controllers.
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4.4. DC-Voltage Variations

It should be noted that the DC-side voltage drop emulates a sudden natural change in
renewable energy source of DG units. In order to verify the performance of DC-side voltage loop,
after occurrences of a sudden load increase at t = 0.1 s, the DC-side voltage is decreased to 50% of its
normal value at t = 0.2 s. Figure 14 shows the effects this scenario on the PCC voltage. As can be seen
in Figure 14, the magnitude and frequency of PCC voltages are regulated properly during DC-side
voltage variations at t = 0.3 s and t = 0.5 s.
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5. Conclusions

In this paper, a modification to the local control of an islanded microgrid is proposed. A direct-
Lyapunov-based control scheme is presented for regulating the voltages of a three-phase islanded microgrid
in order to ensure the stable operation of the system. The controller is used as an inner local controller for
each DG unit and derived based on direct Lyapunov stability theory. The approach of the DLST-based
controller in a hierarchical primary control structure along with a DC-side voltage regulator are investigated
as the main contribution of this paper. The DLST guarantees the stable operation of each interface converter
in the proposed multi-objective control system. In order to have a more accurate reference generation,
a current-based droop controller with a voltage harmonic compensation part is used. The control limits
of droop equations are calculated by introducing CSCC, CDCC and voltage-frequency ellipse curves.
A comprehensive analysis is performed to investigate the effect of some parameters changes on the
proposed capability curves. The microgrid steady-state operation area is also obtained. The effectiveness
of the designed multi-objective controllers is verified using MATLAB/SIMULINK simulation with
harmonically distorted intermittent loads. The results show the appropriate performance of the proposed
controllers during both steady-state and transient dynamic conditions.
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Nomenclature

Subscripts
i DG unit numbers (for the typical test system, it takes the values “1” or “2”)
k the phases (a, b or c)
d Direct component of the variable
q Quadrature component of the variable
1 Fundamental harmonic component
Superscripts
* Steady state variables
~ Dynamic state variable (

∼
x = dx/dt)
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Variables
iki Currents of inverter on the AC side
uki Equivalent switching function
vdci Voltage of inverter in the DC side
vki Voltages in the output of AC filter
ifki Currents of capacitors on the AC side
igki Injected current from DG unit to the grid
vgki Voltages at point of common coupling (PCC)
idci Currents of capacitor on the DC side
idqi dq components of iki
ω Angular frequency (Rad/s)
fi Voltage frequency of droop output (Hz)
vi Voltage magnitude of droop output (v)
vdqi dq components of vki
vgdqi dq components of vgki
udqi dq components of uki
ifdqi dq components of ifki
igdqi dq components of igki
Pi Output active power of DG unit
Qi Output reactive power of DG unit
Parameters
Li Inductance of AC side filter
Ri Resistance of AC side filter
Cfi Capacitance of AC side filter
Cdci Capacitance of DC side
Lgi Inductance of AC side distribution microgrid
Rgi Resistance of AC side distribution microgrid
RlbDGi Resistance of base local load for each DG unit
LlbDGi Inductance of base local load for each DG unit
RlDGi Resistance of intermittent local load for DG#i
LlDGi Inductance of intermittent local load for DG#i
Rlc Resistance of intermittent common load DG#i
Llc Inductance of intermittent common load DG#i
αi, βi, α’i, β’i Droop coefficients
mdi, mqi Lyapunov controller coefficients
Acronyms
PCC Point of Common Coupling
DLST Direct Lyapunov Stability Theory
DG Distributed Generation
MG Microgrid
HC Hierarchical Control
DC Direct Current
AC Alternative Current
CSCC Current-based Steady-state Capability Curve
CDCC Current-based Dynamic Capability Curve
LPF Low Pass Filter
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